
UV bake texturing in Blender 2.49b
 

Introduction
1- launch ePMV and get the molecule
2 - Color the Surface
3 - Optional : color some selection
4 - Bake to UV texture mapping

 
 

Introduction
Why bake texturing: ePMV use color per vertex to display property on the molecular surface mesh. Theses 
approach can’t be render in maya software render or mental ray. Also exporting vertex color is not supported by 
all 3d format, while uv texture map is supported by all render and export format.
 

1- launch ePMV and get the molecule
After opening blender, Open the Scripts Windows and go to System->ePMV, 

 
Once ePMV is open you can load a pdb file or simple fecth it from the Protein Data Bank by entering is 4 letter id 
code in the “Get a Molecule” layout.  
When you load a molecule in ePMV, she is add to the current selection pull-down menu that show the actives 
molecules. You can now choose a representation to display.
As we want to bake texture, we will do a molecular surface representation. 



There is two different surface representation :
MSMS which is a dense representation of the molecular surface (using a rolling probe) and the Coarse molecular 
surface which is a smooth isosurface of the molecule volume.
Open the Surface Representation layou, and click the MSMSurf checkbox. This will compute and display the 
surface for the molecule appearing in the current selection. You can change the probe radius as well as the 
triangle density (high to low polygon) using the provided sliders.
 

 

2 - Color the Surface
By default the MSMSurf didnt present any specific color, you need to apply to it a color schem, from the “Color by” 
layout.
 

 
This picture show the different color schem that are available in ePMV. 
The choosen schem will be applied to any representation of the current 
selection that are currently checked.
Theses schem are associated with predefined color pallettes. For 
instance, if you choose Atoms_using_CPK, a specific color will be 
applied for each atom type (for instance red for Oxygen). You can 
change theses predefined color through Edit->Colors Palettes which 
open a subdialog letting you change the color palette for the different 
color schems.Notice that every time you change a palette you need to 
reapply the color by to the geometry to see the result.
 
 



 
So lets apply the Atoms_using_CPK schem to the computed MSMSurf. 
 

 
Lets say you dont like the colors, we will change the color of Carbon, Nitrogen and Oxygen to lighter color 
(click on the Set color button to be sure that your change will be take in account). and then reapply the 
Atoms_using_CPK schem.
 
 



 
 

3 - Optional : color some selection
If you want to color specifically some residues that are known to be important in the molecule you are looking at, 
you can use the selection entry fields. 

This fields follow the PMV selection syntax, and provided 
predefined keyword (keyword pull-down menu).
The syntaxe 
is :MoleculName:ChainName:ResiduName:AtomName;
If you want a range of amino acids :
MoleculName:ChainName:10-20:AtomName;
If you want a range of atoms :
MoleculName:ChainName:ResiduName:10-20;
If you want all chain, or all residue, or all atoms, simply live 
the corresponding fields empty, for instance :
1crn:::; is all atoms of all residues of all chains of molecul 1crn
1crn:A::; is all atoms of all residues of chain A of molecul 1crn
1crn::10-20:; is all atoms of residues 10 ot 20 of all chains of 
molecul 1crn
1crn:::CA; is all CA atoms of all residues of all chains of 
molecul 1crn
etc …
 
 
 
One specific keywords is “picking” which let you use the 
Outliner windows and interactive object picking selection as 



the molecule selection. For instance, select all the Atoms sphere of one residue in the Outliner will actually select 
the atom in the molecule.
 
Once a selection is made, and appear in the selection entry field, every action (representation and color) will be 
applied only on the selection.

 
In the image above, I selected residues 20 to 30 for the crambin and use a cutom color schem and choose Green.
 

4 - Bake to UV texture mapping
Once you are happy with the surface and color we can now back the vertex color to a texture map with associated 
UV mapping. We will the blender Baking system instead of the one implemented in ePMV.
 

a - Unwrapp the Mesh
First thing to do is to compute the UV coordinate of the mesh by unwrapping the face on a plan.
Select the MSMS surface object (ricght the object in the viewport or click on the object in the outliner window).
Go in Edit Mode, which let manipulate the vertices,faces egdes etc...and select everything (type A), you should 
see the mesh highlighted.



 
Go to Mesh -> UV unwrapp and click on Unwrapp (smart projection)

 
This create the UV layout for this Mesh
 
b - create Image that will receive the Texture mapping
Split the 3D windows viewport and in the new windows display the UV/Image Editor.
If you are still in the Edit Mode in the 3D windows you should see the UV layout.
 

 
 
Click on Image -> New in order to create a new empty image. Check 32Bit float, and 
choose the resolution of your futur textur Map. Yo can check the UV test grid if you want to 
see the current UV mapping in the 3D viewport. 
 



 
c - ready for Baking
Everything is ready and setup for the baking process.
In the Button Windows choose Scene.

 
Click on the Bake tab next to the Anim tab. And check Texture in the left checkbox group. Ensure that you are in 
Object mode, and that the surface is Selected.
 

 
Finally click on BAKE. You will notice that the baking is really fast, and the UV image should be now populated 
with color corresponding to the vertex color. You can now save the Texture Image and apply to the Surface.

d - save the Texture
In the UV/Image editor windows, under Image click Save As. This open a file browser.



Browse to the destination directory and then enter a name for your texture file (for instance uvcolor), dont forget to 
choose a format (default is Targa). I choosed uvcolor.png
 

 

 

e - apply the Texture

Select the MSMSsurface in ObjectMode
In the Button Windows go To Shading, and then click on the Material Button.
By default ePMV create a mesh material with vertex color. To take in account the texture Map Switch to object 
Mode by clicking on OB toggle, and click on Add New.
 

 
This will assign a new material to the molecular surface object. We need now to specify a Texure and configure it.
In the Texture Tab (most left), click on Add New, this will make appear two new tab which permit to configure the 
Texture mapping. Click on Map input and specify UV, the map output stay unchange, we mapp the color using the 



UV.
 

  
 
We still to specify which image should use the Texture. Click on the Texture icon next to the material Icon. Here 
should appear the Texture you just created for the surface Material. We need to define the type of the Texture.
Choose Image, this will create two new tab panel. in the Image tab you can load an image or use a already loaded 
image in the UV/Image Editor. ie our uvcolor.png image that we previously saved. To access it you can simply 
click on the arrow to pulldown menu with all available Image. Select your Image.
 
 



 

 

 

 
Thats it. You can delete the mesh material, and see that the color stay in the screen. 
You can now render, export your molecular surface exported. 
 
If you want to change the color, simply go back to the material editor reselect the ME toggle.
Change the color schem via epmv.
BAKE,
resave the image.
reactivate the Materiak OB toggle (and verify that the TexFace button is toggle)



 

 


